PUBLIC SAFETY
SUPPORTING
PUBLIC HEALTH
COMMANDCENTRAL COMMUNITY
This is an unprecedented moment in our history. With the COVID-19 outbreak threatening our global health,
frontline responders are called to act now more than ever, joining together to fight the spread of this disease.
Amid this global crisis, Motorola Solutions is committed to supporting the critical communications, safety and
security needs of our public safety customers.
Improve your response by enabling existing features of the technology you already own. With
CommandCentral Community, empower your community to share valuable COVID-19 information through
collaborative applications that inspire partnership so you create a safer city, together. Limiting exposure and
social distancing is a key element to limiting the spread of this pandemic. Not all public safety services require
in-person service, including crime reporting.

Resource Guide CommandCentral Community

TIPSUBMIT
Empower citizens to anonymously share information with a quick and simple web submission form. For example, add
new crime types specifically for COVID-19.

CRIMEREPORTS+
Citizens can more easily find and explore data associated with COVID-19 on their
local police department web page. For example, customers can use their agency
page to publish local information about who to contact and what to look for.
This is beneficial to an agency for two reasons:

• Minimize in-person contact

• Reduce non-emergency calls

OUR MISSION
Motorola Solutions builds software for mission-critical environments where every second matters.
CommandCentral software suite puts your information to better use, improves safety for your teams and
restores your focus on the communities you serve. Backed by a trusted, 90-year veteran with proven
public safety leadership, our suite is transforming the public safety experience.

For more information on how Motorola Solutions can support you
during this crisis, please visit: www.motorolasolutions.com/COVID
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